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nite -ways of correcting the condidons that may possibly be leading
to the practice of deceit.
Some classrooms promote cheating by placing an exag-
gerated emphasis on the importance of marks in tests. This
emphasis makes some children feel that any means may
legitimately be used to prevent failure. In many schools
marks are now being eliminated and the child's individual
record kept in terms of observed achievement and study
habits and results of standardized tests. Instead of "report
cards/' letters are sent to parents appraising the specific prog-
ress the child has made* Cheating appears to decrease under
teachers who are more concerned with the best development
of children than with maintaining school standards in terms
of marks. When marks are emphasized, and teachers scold
and criticize, a classroom atmosphere conducive to cheating
is created.
In these grades the consequences of a child's first attempts
to cheat may determine, to a large extent, his future atti-
tude toward cheating. He may try cheating at first as an
experiment. If he is "caught in the act" and dissatisfaction
is connected with it, he will tend not to repeat it. He might
be spoken to somewhat in this manner: "This (an arith-
metic paper for example) is not your work. It is Bobby's
work. This score of 90 is a good score, but it is not your
score. It is Bobby's score. Your score today is 0. See how
badly that looks on your record (show graph of daily scores).
The line goes way down to the bottom today. Which would
have been better — five correct examples which you did
yourself giving a score of 50 or this paper you have handed
in giving a score of 0? (Point to each place — 50 and 0
on the graph.) In which case would you have learned more
about arithmetic? Come to my desk (mention some time)
and let us see what is making the problems difficult for you,
We will find out how you can make a score of 90 by solving
the problems by yourself." Hartshorne and May found
cheating generally prevalent in some classrooms and not in
others. When there is a sporting chance of "getting away

